Reporting With Visual Studio And Crystal Reports

Create a reporting application from scratch using Visual Studio and Crystal Reports

Mahmoud Elkouh
The simplest way to learn Crystal Reports and Visual Studio is to follow the hands-on exercises in this tutorial. In no time you’ll be producing stunning charts and be able to create a reporting application from scratch.

Overview

- A step-by-step guide that goes beyond theory, letting you get hand-on experience
- Utilize a dataset and table adapter as data sources for your report
- Learn how to add reports to forms and pass parameters dynamically

In Detail

- Reports are documents that present focused, salient content to a specific audience.
- Crystal Reports is a business intelligence application that will help you design and generate reports from a wide range of data sources. It helps you summarize a good deal of information in a visually appealing manner.

"Reporting with Visual Studio and Crystal Reports" is a practical, hands-on guide that will provide you with a number of clear, step-by-step exercises, and help you take advantage of the real power of Crystal Reports. This book will not only help you create effective reports, but also teach you how to create a reporting application. "Reporting with Visual Studio and Crystal Reports" will guide you through the installation of Crystal Reports and Visual Studio. As you progress from one chapter to the next, you will gradually build a reporting application. You will also learn how to select the right data, and enhance your report by grouping and sorting data. This book will also help you create chart reports to improve your report design. With this book, you will learn how to create a complete reporting application and a wide variety of reports.

What you will learn from this book

- Set up Microsoft Visual Studio, Crystal Reports, and Microsoft SQL server
- Create a new reporting application
- Design the application GUI
- Connect to a database and use a dataset and table adapter
- Add Crystal Reports to the application
- Add database fields to the report and format them
- Group and sort report data using parameter fields and special fields

Approach

- A fast-paced, example-based guide to learn how to create a reporting application using Visual Studio and Crystal Reports.

Who this book is written for

"Reporting with Visual Studio and Crystal Reports" is for developers new to Crystal Reports. It will also prove useful to intermediate users who wish to explore some new techniques in Crystal Reports using Microsoft Visual Studio. Readers are expected to have basic knowledge of C#, Microsoft Visual Studio, and Structured Query Language (SQL).
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The book is very easy to follow with pretty good step by step instructions. It starts with laying a foundation of designing your report and installing the tools. The not so good is Crystal Reports is now owned by SAP and you have to install it separately when before the developer version came with visual studio. You then cover the basis of creating a winform application with the controls necessary to give your report additional parameters. The author touches on basic reports to cross tab and pie charts. It is enough to get you started and going but if you want more advanced features or more of enterprise reports you will have to do further research. The book was very easy to follow and read and doesn’t take long. If you devote time to it, it could take you no more than a couple of days. Note the author did all the work on a winforms app and did not cover doing the reports on a webform app. I was pleasantly surprised with how easy it was to read and quickly. You can pretty much do it step by step.

**PROs**
- Easy to read
- Covers a variety of basic reports and options
- Sets a foundation
- Not a long book (hey you can get lost with a 1000 page book)

**CONs** (some subjective)
- Older Winforms technology however still very much in use
- USES datasets to get data (this is a limitation of Crystal Reports and not the author himself)
- Crystal Reports is really a 3rd party add in and you must install it separately from Studio.
- More advanced reporting or options you will have to research yourself

Offers a step by step guide on where to get started for those who do not know where to begin or get started. Targets the latest version of Visual Studio Premium 2012 and Crystal Reports 13.0.5 (as at the time of writing). There are numerous step by step screen captures and bulleted instructions on how to setup Visual Studio, SQL Server and Crystal Reports. Demonstrates how to setup your queries, how to prepare your datasets and basics of report design for your first reports. There are illustrated examples on how to create bar charts, pie charts and gauges. For instructor led training I
recommend you use it in conjunction with Brian Bischof’s Crystal Reports Online Video Training where you will get a similar experience to contact sessions and be trained by one of the world’s leading Crystal Report authorities. For more advanced queries and reports such as those we encounter in enterprise development I recommend Kevin S. Goff, Rod Paddock Pro VS 2005 Reporting using SQL Server and Crystal Reports. You will also need to know to how to troubleshoot Crystal Report errors but that is beyond the scope of any book targeting developers and something you will get on the forums. Overall the book does provide direction, step by step instructions and visual examples. This is all you need in order to get started.

Not really a training manual, more a step by step guide to using Crystal Reports with Visual Studio for a very specific requirement. In being step by step, it doesn’t really explain why you’re doing something, just that you need to do it. That left me frustrated. When discussing the database connections, it doesn’t mention that most reports are written to work against a database connection rather than application data. It also spent a long time explaining how to setup the parameter display in Visual Studio rather than discussing the flexibility of the parameters in Crystal. For report design, look elsewhere as very little is covered. It mentions subreports, but doesn’t go on to explain why you’d use them. Doesn’t discuss formulae. Pros: Good step by step guide Cons: Doesn’t explain what’s going on. Tries to do too much, but ends up covering very little.

The book offers some very basic information most of which can found elsewhere for free. At a price of $35, it is a very poor value.
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